Citations have long been used to characterize the state of a scientific field and to identify influential works. However, writers use citations for different purposes, and this varied purpose influences uptake by future scholars. Unfortunately, our understanding of how scholars use and frame citations has been limited to small-scale manual citation analysis of individual papers. We perform the largest behavioral study of citations to date, analyzing how scientific works frame their contributions through different types of citations and how this framing affects the field as a whole. We introduce a new dataset of nearly 2,000 citations annotated for their function, and use it to develop a state-of-the-art classifier and label the papers of an entire field: Natural Language Processing. We then show how differences in framing affect scientific uptake and reveal the evolution of the publication venues and the field as a whole. We demonstrate that authors are sensitive to discourse structure and publication venue when citing, and that how a paper frames its work through citations is predictive of the citation count it will receive. Finally, we use changes in citation framing to show that the field of NLP is undergoing a significant increase in consensus.
Introduction
Authors use citations to frame their contributions and connect to an intellectual lineage (Latour, 1987 ). An author's scientific frame employs citations in multiple ways (Figure 1 ) so as to build a strong Unlike CITE, we use the method of CITE, which has been used previously for parsing (CITE).
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Figure 1: Examples of citation functionality.
and multifaceted argument. These differences in citations have been examined extensively within the context of a single paper (Swales, 1986; White, 2004; Ding et al., 2014) . However, we know relatively little about how these citation frames develop over time within a field and what impact they have on scientific uptake. Answering these questions has been largely hindered by the lack of a dataset showing how citations function at the field scale. Here, we perform the first field-scale study of citation framing by first developing a state-of-the-art method for automatically classifying citation function and then applying this method to an entire field's literature to quantify the effects and evolution of framing.
Analyzing large-scale changes in citation framing requires an accurate method for classifying the function a citation plays towards furthering an argument. Due to the difficulty of interpreting citation intent, many prior works performed manual analysis (Moravcsik and Murugesan, 1975; Swales, 1990; Harwood, 2009 ) and only recently have automated approaches been developed (Teufel et al., 2006b; Valenzuela et al., 2015) . Here, we unify core aspects of several prior citation annotation schemes (White, 2004; Ding et al., 2014; Hernández-Alvarez and Gomez, 2016) . Using this scheme, we create one of the largest annotated corpora of citations and use it to train a high-accuracy method for automatically labeling a corpus. We apply our method to label the field of NLP, with over 134,127 citations in over 20,000 papers from nearly forty years of work.
Our work provides four key contributions for understanding how authors frame their citations. We introduce a new large-scale representative corpus of citation function and state-of-the-art methodology for classifying citations by function. We demonstrate that citations reflect the discourse structure of a paper but that this structure is significantly influenced by publication venue. Third, we show that differences in a paper's citation framing have a significant and meaningful impact on future scientific uptake as measured through future citations. Finally, by examining changes in the usage of citation functions, we show that the scholarly NLP community has evolved in how its authors frame their work, reflecting the maturation and growth of the field as a rapid discovery science (Collins, 1994) . We publicly release our dataset and code to enable future research.
A Corpus for Citation Function
Citations play a key role in supporting authors' contributions throughout a scientific paper. 1 Multiple schemes have been proposed on how to classify these different roles, ranging from a handful of classes (Nanba and Okumura, 1999; Pham and Hoffmann, 2003) to twenty or more (Garfield, 1979; Garzone and Mercer, 2000) . While suitable for expert manual analysis, many schemes include either fine-grained distinctions that are too rare to reliably identify or subjective classifications that require detailed knowledge of the field or author (Ziman, 1968; Swales, 1990; Harwood, 2009) . Motivated by the desire to automatically examine large-scale trends in scholarly behavior, we address these issues by unifying the common aspects of multiple approaches in a single classification.
Classification Scheme
Our classification captures the broad thematic functions a citation can serve in the discourse, e.g., pro-viding background or serving as contrast (Oppenheim and Renn, 1978; Spiegel-Rüsing, 1977; Teufel et al., 2006a; Garfield, 1979; Garzone and Mercer, 2000; Abu-Jbara et al., 2013) . 2 Citation function reflects the specific purpose a citation plays with respect to the current paper's contributions. We unify the functional roles common in several classifications, e.g., (Spiegel-Rüsing, 1977; Garfield, 1979; Peritz, 1983; Teufel et al., 2006a; Harwood, 2009; Dong and Schäfer, 2011) , into the six classes shown in Table 1 , along with their description and example.
Our annotation scheme is similar to the six classes of Abu-Jbara et al. (2013) and the twelve-class scheme of Teufel (2000) . The former has separate classes for comparison and for contrast, whereas the latter has multiple finer-grained distinctions for different kinds of comparison and contrasts. Here, we collapse these distinctions into a single class, COM-PARISON AND CONTRAST, that signals the author is making some form of alignment between their work and another. In practice, we found that many citation contexts with alignments-such as this onecontain signals of both comparison and contrast; for our intended analyses, we considered this alignment signalling more important than whether the author was comparing or contrasting. Additionally, we introduce the FUTURE class to indicate that authors have forward-looking references for how their work might be applied later; these references are important for establishing a temporal lineage between works, and as we show later in §4, are the most frequent citation type in papers' Conclusion sections. Our adapted scheme enables us to conduct detailed analyses of the narrative structure of papers, venue citation pattern and evolution, and modeling the evolution of the whole field.
Annotation Process and Dataset
Annotation guidelines were created using a pilot study of 10 papers sampled from the ACL Anthology Reference Corpus (ARC) (Bird et al., 2008) .
2 Another potential theme is citation sentiment (Athar, 2014; Kumar, 2016 ), but we omit this theme from our field-scale analysis because researchers have shown that negative sentiment is rare in practice (Chubin and Moitra, 1975; Vinkler, 1998; Case and Higgins, 2000) and can be quite subjective to classify due to textual mixtures of praise and criticism (Peritz, 1983; Swales, 1986; Brooks, 1986; Teufel, 2000) .
Class Description
Example BACKGROUND P provides relevant information for this domain.
This is often referred to as incorporating deterministic closure (Dörre, 1993 [...] but we plan to do so in the near future using the algorithm of Littlestone and Warmuth (1992). Table 1 : Our set of six functions a citation may serve with respect to a cited paper P .
Annotators completed two rounds of pre-annotation to discuss their process and design guidelines. All citations were then doubly-annotated by two trained annotators with expertise in NLP using the Brat tool (Stenetorp et al., 2012) and were then fully adjudicated to ensure quality. Following best practices for annotating citations (Athar, 2014) , annotators saw an extended context before and after the citing sentence, provided from the output of ParsCit. Annotators were instructed to skip any instances whose context was corrupted or whose citance text did not match the regular citation style for ACL venues. 3 The citation scheme was applied to a random sample of 52 papers drawn from the ARC. Each paper was processed using ParsCit (Councill et al., 2008) to extract citations and their references. As expected from prior studies (Teufel et al., 2006a; Dong and 3 A small number of citation instances in our sample occurred in contexts where the surrounding text was malformed, which we attribute to being OCR errors, the citation being in the middle of a math-related context whose symbols were not converted, or where the citation occurred within a table or figure whose structure was treated as the surrounding text. In all cases, we viewed in the instance as unsuitable for use as a training example since it contained little meaningful context. These cases accounted for less than 10 instances in our data. A second set of instances were excluded when ParsCit mislabeled the span of a citation, either shortening it or increasing it to multiple citations' text. These wrong-spans occurred in less than 10 instances in our sample. A third set of citation instances were excluded due to citation style difference, where a paper in an earlier iteration of a conference used numeric citations, e.g., " [12] ." These were excluded to ensure uniformity in the data and occurred in two papers that were excluded from in our initial sample. As these errors are sufficiently rare in our sample (<4%), we do not perform any further correction for these errors in the larger, un-annotated data. Schäfer, 2011), some citation functions were infrequent. We therefore attempted to oversample the infrequent classes FUTURE, EXTENSION, and MOTI-VATION, by using keywords biased toward extracting citing sentences of a particular class (such as the word "future" for the FUTURE class). The resulting citing sentences were then annotated and could potentially be assigned to any class. In total, 1436 citations in context were annotated for the fully-labeled 52 papers (mean 27.6 citations/paper) and 533 supplemental contexts from 133 papers were added by targeted sampling, bringing the total number of instances to 1969. Table 2 shows the class distribution in the final dataset. Consistent with prior work, the majority of citations are BACKGROUND (Moravcsik and Murugesan, 1975; Spiegel-Rüsing, 1977; Teufel et al., 2006b ).
Citation

Automatically Classifying Citations
The structure of a scientific article provides multiple cues for a citation's purpose. Our work draws on multiple approaches (Hernández-Alvarez and Gomez, 2016) how the citation is described, (3) field features that take into account venue or other external information, and (4) usage features on how the reference is cited throughout the paper. Table 3 shows our features, which includes ten novel feature types, in addition to several drawn from recent systems (Teufel, 2000; Teufel et al., 2006b; Dong and Schäfer, 2011; Wan and Liu, 2014; Valenzuela et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2015) . 
Features
Following, we describe in detail the three main categories of novel features.
Pattern-based Features
Patterns provide a powerful mechanism for capturing regularity in citation usage (Dong and Schäfer, 2011) . Our patterns are a sequence of cue phrases, parts of speech, or lexical categories, like positive-sentiment words or specific categories that allow generalizations across phrases like "we extend" and "we build upon." We began with the largest publicly-available list of citation patterns (Teufel, 2000) and extended it with 132 new patterns and 13 new lexical categories based on a manual analysis of the corpus. We then used bootstrapping to automatically identify new patterns as follows: Each annotated context was converted into fixed-length patterns using (a) our 42 lexical categories, (b) part of speech wild cards, or (c) the tokens directly. To avoid semantic drift (Riloff and Jones, 1999) , a bootstrapped pattern was only included as a feature if the majority of its occurrences were with a single citation function. 4 Table 4 shows examples of these bootstrapped patterns.
Previous patterns primarily use cues from the same sentence as the citation (Teufel, 2000) . However, authors often use multiple sentences to indicate a citation's purpose (Abu-Jbara and Radev, 2012; Ritchie et al., 2008; He et al., 2011; Kataria et al., 2011) . For example, authors may first introduce a work positively, only to contrast with it in later sen-1) algorithm parameter model training method clustering 2) measure score metric information similarity distance 3) % result accuracy report achieve performance system 4) training weight feature och model set algorithm error 5) work related previous paper problem approach present tences (Peritz, 1983; Brooks, 1986; Mercer et al., 2004) . Indeed the average text pertaining to a citation spans 1.6 sentences in the ARC (Small, 2011) .
We therefore induce bootstrapped patterns specific to the citation sentence as well as the preceding and following sentences. Ultimately, 805 new bootstrapped patterns were added for the citing sentence, 669 for the preceding context, and 1159 for the following context, a total of over four times the number of manually curated patterns.
Topic-based Features A context's thematic framing can point to the purpose of a citation even in the absence of explicit cues. For example, a citation in a context describing system performances and results is likely to be a COMPARE OR CONTRAST, whereas one describing methodology is more likely to be USES. We quantify this thematic framing by using features based on topic models, computed over the sentence containing the citation and also over the paragraph containing the citing sentence. For each type of context, a topic model is trained over 321,129 respective contexts from the ARC. Table 5 shows example topics.
Prototypical Argument Features
We also explored richer grammatical features, drawing on selectional preferences reflecting expectations for predicate arguments (Erk, 2007) . We construct a prototype for each citation function by identifying the frequent arguments seen in different syntactic positions. For example, EXTENDS citations occur frequently as objects of verbs such as "follow" and "use", whereas USES citations have techniques or artifact words as dependents; Table 6 shows more examples. Each class's selectional preferences are represented using a vector for the argument at each relation type, constructed by summing the vectors of all words appearing in it. Each function is represented as a separate feature whose value is the follow, extend, unfold Table 6 : Examples of citation function selectional preferences with the most-frequent arguments seen for each paths. Each dependency path feature value reflects the similarity of (i) the average word vector for that path's arguments with (ii) the vector of the path's argument in a given context, if the path is present.
average similarity of an instance's arguments with the class's preferences for all observed syntactic relationships (i.e., how similar are the syntacticallyrelated words to the function's preferences). Our work differs from dependency-based features from prior work that use separate features for each unique dependency path and argument (Athar and Teufel, 2012; Abu-Jbara et al., 2013) ; in contrast, we use a single feature for each path with distributed representation for its arguments, which allows our features to generalize to similar words that are unseen in the training data.
Experimental Setup
Models All models were trained using a Random Forest classifier, which is robust to overfitting even with large numbers of features (Fernández-Delgado et al., 2014) . After limited grid search over possible configurations, 5 we set parameter values as follows. The number of random trees is 2500 and we required each leaf to match at least 5 instances. To overcome the class imbalance, we use SMOTE (Chawla et al., 2002) to generate synthetic examples in the training fold using the 5 nearest neighbors. The 5 The grid search was performed using the following parameter ranges: number of trees [100, 500, 1000, 2500]; maximum number of depth of the decision tree as classifier is implemented using SciKit (Pedregosa et al., 2011) and syntactic processing was done using CoreNLP . Selectional preferences used pretrained 300-dimensional GloVe vectors from the 840B token Common Crawl (Pennington et al., 2014 ). The topic model features used an LDA with 100 topics.
Data Annotated data is crucial for developing high accuracy for rare citation classes. Therefore, we integrate portions of the dataset of Teufel (2010) , 6 which has fine-grained citation function labeled for ACL-related documents using the annotation scheme of Teufel et al. (2006b) . We map their 12 function classes into our six classes (see Appendix A). When combining the two datasets, we omit the data labeled with their BACKGROUNDequivalent class to reduce the effects of a large majority class and because instances of the FUTURE class are merged into BACKGROUND according to their scheme. The resulting citation function dataset contains 3,083 instances.
Evaluation Evaluation is performed using crossvalidation where each fold leaves out all citations of a single paper. Stratifying by paper instead of instance is critical: since multiple citations may appear in the same sentence, instance-based stratification would leak information between training and test. We also note that when performing crossvalidation, we compute the bootstrapped patterns and prototypical argument features using only contexts from the training data. We report macroaveraged F1 scores across the six function classes.
Comparison Systems We compare against three state-of-the-art systems which all use similar citation function classifications. Abu-Jbara et al. (2013) use a combination of lexicons, structural, and syntactic features for classification. Instances are classified using a linear kernel SVM. Their described method also uses a second CRF-based classifier to include neighboring sentences in the citation context. As the dataset for this citation-span classifier is not public, we are unable to reproduce this part of their system. However, the authors note that us- ing the citing sentence alone is the correct context in 80% of the instances, so we view our implementation as a close approximation. Dong and Schäfer (2011) classify citations using a small set of lexicons and discourse features, which includes regular expressions on sentence parts of speech for capturing syntactic cues. Their model uses a naive bayes classifier, which was shown to work well for their data. Teufel (2000) is the most similar model to ours as it uses a subset of our lexical features and lexicons; the model uses a k-nearest neighbor classifier. We note that the original implementation used a custom syntactic tool for identifying aspects like verb tense, which we replaced with CoreNLP. We compare against the system Teufel (2000) instead of the system Teufel et al. (2006b) because the latter includes pattern-based features that are not fully specified or publicly available; however, the two systems are similar in their description. For all three compared systems, we use identical parameter values as reported in the papers. Baselines Two baselines are used for comparison: a Random baseline that selects a function at chance and a Majority-class baseline that labels all instances with the most frequent citation function BACKGROUND.
Results and Discussion
Our methods substantially outperformed the closest state of the art and both baselines for both classification tasks, as shown in Table 7 . All improvements over comparison systems are statistically significant (McNemar's, p≤0.01). The closest-performing system was that of Abu-Jbara et al. (2013) , which also had a heavily-lexicon based approach. An ablation test suggests that each of our novel 396 features contributed to the final performance. Notably, we observe that selectional preference and bootstrapped lexicon features had the largest impact on performance; both features capture local information indicating this type of information is important for recognizing function. While multiple prior works have focused on patterns to recognize function, our results suggest that machine learned patterns and contextual regularities (topics or word vectors) provide highly-accurate information. Indeed, examining the feature weighting in the random forest shows that features for structure (e.g., section number), topic, and selectional preference comprised most of the 100 highest-weighted features (76%). The use of conjunctive features by the Random Forest was critical for high performance. All other non-conjunctive classifiers we tried resulted in substantially lower Macro F1: Naive Bayes, 0.286; knearest neighbor, 0.255 (k=3); and Linear-kernel SVM, 0.393 (C=1). 7 The resulting classifier performance is sufficient to apply it to the entire ARC dataset for the analyses in the next four sections. Nonetheless, errors remain. Our error analysis revealed that a main challenge is incorporating information external to the citing sentence. Consider the following example:
BilderNetle is our new data set of German noun-toImageNet synset mappings. ImageNet is a largescale and widely used image database, built on top of WordNet, which maps words into groups of images, called synsets (Deng et al., 2009). Here the citing sentence appears much like a BACKGROUND citation when read in isolation; however, the preceding sentence reveals that the citing work's data is based on the citation, making its function USES though no explicit cues suggest this in the citing sentence. Thus, our error analysis supports the observation of Abu-Jbara et al. (2013) that citation context identification is an important step towards improving performance and models with richer textual understanding are needed to understand how the 7 We observed mixed results when using a random forest with other approaches. Replacing the k-nearest neighbors classifier used in Teufel (2000) with a random forest improves citation function classification by 0.119 Macro F1. In contrast, replacing the SVM model used by Abu-Jbara et al. (2013) decreased performance by 0.072 Macro F1. We speculate that the larger feature space of Teufel (2000) , which is more similar to our features space, is more conducive to conjunctive features. citation relates to the broader context and narrative outside of the sentence.
In the next four sections, we apply our classifier trained on our combined dataset (2600 citation instances) to the ACL Anthology to study what citation functions can tell us about scientific uptake and author behavior.
Narrative Structure of Citation Function
Scientific papers commonly follow a structured section narrative to frame their contributions: Introduction, Methodology, Results, and Discussion (Skelton, 1994; Nwogu, 1997) . Each section in the narrative adopts argumentative moves designed to convince the reader of the work's claims (Swales, 1986; Swales, 1990) . We hypothesize that this narrative is mirrored in how authors use their citations in sections, with the citation's function serving to further evoke section's intended rhetorical frame (Goffman, 1974; Gumperz, 1982) .
To test this hypothesis, the function classifier was applied to all 21,474 papers of the latest 2016 release of the ACL Anthology. This yielded a dataset of 134,127 citations between papers in the ARC. The resulting distributions of citation function (Figure 2) , show that authors' citation framing indeed parallels the expected rhetorical framing seen in the writing: (1) establishing an intellectual lineage via BACKGROUND citations in the Introduction, Motivation, and Related Work sections to (2) introducing methodology with USES citations in the Methodology and Evaluation sections, (3) a large increase in COMPARISON OR CONTRAST for related literature in the Results and Discussions, and finally (4) closing comparisons and pointers to future directions. These trends also mirror the thematic structure identified in full-paper textual analyses (Skelton, 1994; Nwogu, 1997) . By showing that a section contains citations serving a variety of functions, our findings further point to a new direction for citation placement studies (Hu et al., 2013; Ding et al., 2013; Bertin et al., 2016) , which have largely treated all citations within a section as equivalent.
Venues and Citation Patterns
Each publication venue has its own expectation for the types of work it accepts, e.g., the degree of polish or depth of experiments. As such, each venue has a distinct genre of writing, from the tentative results of workshop papers to journal papers with substantial synthesis. To what degree do venue genres affect the way authors cite? To answer this, we used the same experimental setup as the previous section. Figure  3 shows citation function by venue for the 134,127 citations.
We find that similar venue types have similar distributions of citation framing. Journals have the highest percentage of BACKGROUND citations, suggesting that their extra space and wider temporal scope lends itself more to positioning. Conference venues devote proportionally more space to contrast and comparison with other work, presumably because new NLP work is first presented at conferences and hence acceptance requires demonstrating the proposed technique is better than existing ones. Workshops, by contrast, have relatively little comparison and instead use more BACKGROUND; the experimental nature of workshop papers presumably results in fewer potential prospects for comparison. Similarly, the SemEval workshops focus on rapidly developing new systems for a shared task, which is reflected in the papers framing as primarily USES citations and relatively little COMPARE OR CONTRAST, as the venue's shared task provides the broader framing connecting papers to related work.
Venue Evolution
The growth of the ACL community has been accompanied by the creation of new publication venues. How have these new venues evolved by possibly becoming institutionalized and resembling established conferences or becoming stylistically distinct and capturing different representations of knowledge? Citation framing provides an ideal lens for observing this evolution by measuring the degree to which a newer venue's papers' framing mirrors that used by papers in established venues. Here, we examine venue evolution in the ACL through its workshops.
Conferences within the ACL community frequently have collocated workshops that focus on a particular theme and have their own proceedings. The number of workshops has increased substantially with the growth of the field, from around ten workshops in the 1990s to over 100 workshops by 2010, with many workshops having multiple iterations across the years. This growth has led to the observation that ACL workshops have become like mini-conferences rather than venues for early-stage research and discussion (Daumé III, 2016) . Are workshops becoming more conference-like and, if so, is this a general trend or primarily seen in longrunning workshops? We hypothesize that multiple iterations of the same workshop create institutional knowledge and community norms that leads to more conference-like papers over time. Here, we test this hypothesis by measuring whether workshop papers have become more similar in their citation framing to papers from the main conferences.
Experimental Setup We repeat the classification setup from the previous experiment. We compare the average framing of a paper within a venue in a given year with the distribution for the two main conferences (ACL and NAACL) within that year. Distributions are compared using the JensenShannon Divergence, where 1 indicates that the venues are citing identically. Results Workshops consistently became more conference-like in their papers' citation framing (Figure 4) . Further, this trend in increasing similarity was seen much more for both long-running workshops, suggesting that multiple-iteration workshops create their own conference-like norms that attract more conference-like papers each year. We speculate that the increasing similarity of workshops to conferences indicates the field has begun to congeal. Early workshops were like satellite conferences on peripheral topics, but as the field grows and the methods standardize, a norm of publication emerges such that conferences and workshops all resemble an institutionalized standard. Multiple iterations of a work accelerate this process by further establishing publication norms within a sub-community.
Predicting Future Impact
The scholarly narrative told through citations provides the reader with support for its claims and technical competence (Latour, 1987, p. 34) . This framing could affect how the work is perceived and, ultimately, how it is received and cited within the community (Shi et al., 2010) . Does the frame evoked by a paper through its citation functions (the way it compares to related work, or motivates, or points to the future) affect its reception?
Experimental Setup To quantify how a paper's citation framing affects its future uptake, we constructed a negative binomial regression to predict the cumulative number of citations a paper received within the first five years after publication, which is known to be highly representative of the eventual citation count (Wang et al., 2013; Stern, 2014) . In addition to variables for how the paper cites, we include variables from state-of-the-art features for predicting the citation count (Yan et al., 2011; Yogatama et al., 2011; Yan et al., 2012; Chakraborty et al., 2014; Dong et al., 2016) , described below. We compare against a baseline regression model without citation framing and test whether the model's fit is improved when the framing is included as features.
All papers with at least five years of publication history in the anthology were considered, yielding a set of 10,434 papers. We used negative binomial models, which are more appropriate than linear regression as citation counts are non-negative discrete counts, and compared them by using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). AIC measures each model's goodness of fit in proportion to the number of independent variables; when comparing models, the model with the minimal AIC is preferred (Akaike, 1974) . If citation framing helps to explain future impact, we should see a lower AIC despite the penalty for including more variables to the model.
Five types of non-citation features were included. To model the amount of attention received by different research areas, each paper is associated with its distribution over 100 topics, built using LDA over the ARC. To capture diversity, we include the entropy of the topic distribution. We include the publication year since the size of the field changes over time. Multi-author papers are known to receive higher citation counts (Gazni and Didegah, 2011) , partially due to the effects of self-citation (Fowler and Aksnes, 2007) , and therefore we include the number of authors on the paper. To reflect how integrated the paper is, we include the number of references. Table 8 : Regression models for predicting the total number of citations five years after publication show that a paper's citation framing provides a statistically significant improvement in model fit and reveals which type of framing yields more cited papers. Regression coefficients for venue and topics are omitted for space.
Results Knowledge of how a paper frames its contributions helps improve predicting its future impact, with a statistically significant improvement in AIC when the distribution of citation functions is added (likelihood ratio test, p ≤ 0.01). Table 8 shows which types of citations are significantly predictive of higher impact (p ≤ 0.01). Two main insights can be made from these results. First, papers maximize their future impact when framed as integrating many other technologies via USES citations. Second, works that frame their contributions through COMPARISON OR CONTRAST rather than BACKGROUND are more likely to have a higher impact. Latour (1987, p. 54) has suggested that authors may deflect criticism of their work (improving its perception) by claiming it as an extension, rather than comparing it with prior work. However, we did not observe this effect in how authors frame tors, we regress out the number of citations from the citation function counts (Kutner et al., 2004; O'brien, 2007) . Finally, we include the publication venue, using the individual conference or workshop in which the paper was published to control for variations in prestige between venues. The resulting model has a variance inflation factor of < 10 for all variables. their work as COMPARISON OR CONTRAST or EX-TENDS, with both having significant positive effects.
The Growth of Rapid Discovery Science
As scientific fields evolve, new subfields initially emerge around methods or technologies which become a focus of collective puzzle-solving and continual improvement (Moody, 2004) . NLP has witnessed the emergence of several such subfields from the early grammar based approaches in the 1950s-1970s, to the statistical revolution in the 1990s, to the recent deep learning models (Spärck Jones, 2001; Anderson et al., 2012) . Collins (1994) proposed that a field can undergo a particular shift, referring to it as rapid discovery science, when the field (a) reaches high consensus on research topics as well as methods and technologies, and (b) then develops genealogies of methods and technologies that continually improve on one another. Over time, there is increased consensus on core approaches, and the field's periphery is extended to new research puzzles rather than contesting prior efforts. Collins claims this shift characterizes natural sciences, but not many social sciences, which are instead more likely to engage in continual contesting and turnover of core methods and assumptions (Evans et al., 2016) .
We argue that a shift to rapid discovery science should be visible in the way citations are used to frame works in the field as a whole. Specifically, we expect that as consensus is reached (1) authors are expected to have fewer comparisons to other works and instead can simply acknowledge past work as background and (2) the remaining comparisons concentrate on fewer works, reflecting those works' status as accepted benchmarks of performance. Further, we expect that as a methodological lineage develops we should also observe an increased concentration of USES citations on papers describing methods and data.
We propose that the increased use of shared evaluations, and the statistical methodology borrowed originally from electrical engineering (Hall et al., 2008; Anderson et al., 2012) has led NLP to undergo a shift towards rapid discovery science. frame of a paper per year using all papers published in that year.
Experimental Setup
Results The NLP field shows a significant increase in consensus consistent with the rise in rapid discovery science, evidenced through two main trends. First, NLP authors use a decreasing number of comparison and contrast citations (r= -0.899, p ≤ 0.01) as seen in Figure 5 . Instead of comparing to others, it seems that authors simply acknowledge prior work as BACKGROUND, which had a corresponding increase in relative frequency. Despite an increase in BACKGROUND citations, the total percentage of non-methodological citations still declines (r= -0.663, p ≤ 0.01), with authors instead increasingly including more USES citations. Latour (1987, p. 50 ) argues that such non-methodological references are critical to an author's defense of an idea. We therefore interpret the observed decrease in non-methodological references as signaling a reduced need for authors to defend aspects of their work. Authors are able to compare against fewer papers due to the field's growing consensus on the validity of the problem and methodological contribution.
Note that there is a small but significant increase in the number of non-methodological references between 2009 and 2011. This transition corresponds to the date at which ACL venues began allowing unlimited references (2010 for ACL, 2011 for NAACL, etc.). Unlimited extra space for citations acted to modify authors' citation framing behavior; given unlimited space, authors chose to include proportionally more non-methodological citations. 9 In the second trend, authors are more likely to use and compare against the same set of papers, as shown in Figure 6 by the rise in expected incom-ing citations to those works compared against (r= 0.734, p ≤ 0.01) and used (r=0.889, p ≤ 0.01). For example, in 1991, authors compared with a diffuse group of parsing papers, e.g., (Shieber, 1988; Pereira and Warren, 1983; Haas, 1989) , with such papers receiving at most three citations that year; whereas in 2000, most comparisons were to a core set of parsing papers, e.g., (Collins, 1999; Buchholz et al., 1999; Collins, 1997) , with a much sharper (lower entropy) distribution of citations. These trends show the increased incorporation of prior work to form a lineage of method technologies as well as show increased consensus on which works are sufficient for comparing against in order to establish a claim. These results also empirically confirm the observation of Spärck Jones (2001) that a major trend in NLP in the 1990s was an increase in reusable technologies and evaluations, like the BNC (Leech, 1992) and the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993) .
More broadly, our work points to the future of NLP as a quickly moving field of high consensus and suggests that artifacts that facilitate consensus such as shared tasks and open source research software will be necessary to continue this trend.
Conclusion
Authors cite works for different reasons (or function), so regarding them as equivalent signals is potentially problematic. Many fluff citations exist, while some less common ones are substantively relevant to the paper's argument. A careful analysis of citation reveals that authors cite works for multiple reasons-as background, motivation, extension, use, contrast, or future. When authors utilize some forms of citation over others they can significantly influence how their own work gets perceived and taken up by others (Latour, 1987) . Simply put, citation functions help frame an article's reception. Moreover, a differentiation of citation functions affords a deeper understanding of how scholars develop arguments for different publication venues as well as how these venues may demand different forms of knowledge representation and arguments over time. In fact, these modes of citation help us understand the state of research efforts and their evolution more broadly for entire scientific fields like NLP. In this paper, we relate all this using a new corpus annotated with citation function and by developing a state-of-the-art classifier for revealing scientific framing. In doing so, we demonstrate the importance of novel unsupervised features related to topic models and argument structure, and label all the citations for an entire field.
We then show that citation framing reveals salient behaviors of writers, readers, and the field as a whole: (1) authors are sensitive to discourse structure and venue when citing, (2) ACL workshops have evolved to become more like the mainstream conferences, with multi-iteration workshops being quicker to establish conference-like norms, (3) the way in which an author frames their work aids in predicting its future impact as the number of citations its receives, with the community favoring works that integrate many new technologies and also relate to prior work through comparison and contrast, and (4) the NLP field as a whole has seen increased consensus in what constitutes valid workwith a reduced need for positioning and excessive comparison-demonstrating its shift towards rapid discovery science. All data, materials, and code for all systems are available at https://github.com/ davidjurgens/citation-function. 
A Conversion of Teufel (2010) Data
As a part of training the classifier, instances from Teufel (2010) are used to supplement rare classes. Their data uses the scheme of Teufel et al. (2006b) , which similar to our scheme but has several finegrained distinctions. We convert the instances from their dataset as follows: Teufel et al. (2006b) Comparison or Contrast Note that we omit instances whose converted class is BACKGROUND in order to reduce the effects of a large majority class and because instances of the FUTURE class are merged into BACKGROUND according to their scheme.
